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ABSTRACT
Mobile devices have become ubiquitous in our daily lives and
are replacing the desktop for email, social networking, daily
planner, and so on. A typical mobile device now integrates
a wide range of accessories, such as camera, GPS receiver,
accelerometer, and offers a touch-screen with gesture-based
interaction. This makes mobile devices an exciting platform for software development and programming projects
for mobile devices have great potential to provide engaging
experiences for computer science majors.
This paper describes a pedagogical tool for introducing
Android in a traditional CS1 course. The goal is not to
teach Android programming, but to create a framework that
integrates seamlessly with the CS1 course structure and supports the introduction of the fundamental computer science
concepts by creating an engaging learning environment. The
framework enables the students to port their CS1 projects
to an Android device with minimal effort.
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K.3.2 [Computers and Education]: Computers and Information Science Education—Curriculum

General Terms
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1.

INTRODUCTION

The capabilities of modern mobile phones have opened a
rich area for creative applications. This has great potential to enrich the computer science curriculum and will continue to increase in relevance with each generation of new
students. A typical mobile phone now integrates a camera, GPS receiver, accelerometer, and provides a convenient
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way of interaction via a touch-screen interface. This allows
for greater range of exploration and could lead to programming projects that have built-in motivation and the capacity
to maintain student engagement. Furthermore, experience
with developing applications for mobile devices could open
new career opportunities for graduating CS majors. In fact,
software development for mobile devices has received enormous recognition in recent years, particularly since the introduction of the iOS and Android operating systems, with
Windows CE, Java ME, and Blackberry bringing the first
wave of mobile technology in the curriculum [10, 12, 13,
14]. Of the modern platforms, Android, which is based on
the Java programming language, has the potential for wide
adoption due to the popularity of Java in the computer science curriculum.
Since these technologies have a fairly steep learning curve
a lot of the effort has naturally focused on adopting them in
the upper-level courses and in senior capstone projects [3, 7,
11, 15, 16]. There have also been successful efforts to integrate Android programming in CS2 [2, 8, 9], and in fact, it
is easy to see the potential for using Android in a CS2 course
without significant disruption to the course structure, particularly for introducing event-driven GUI programming and
the Model-View-Controller pattern. Finally, creative ideas
have been reported for introducing mobile programming at
the CS0 and high-school level [1, 19, 20, 21]. The latter approaches rely on the App Inventor framework which brings
the strengths of the visual programming environments of
Scratch and Alice to mobile application development.
While Android has been integrated to some extent at most
levels of the curriculum, little has been reported of its adoption at the CS1 level. In a sense this is understandable —
approaches that work at the CS0 level (e.g. App Inventor)
aim for a gentler high-level introduction to programing with
a focus on application design, and are therefore, less likely to
enhance instruction in CS1. The fact that Android is based
on Java makes it tempting to introduce it in CS1 directly,
but the programming model is quite different and even a
Hello World application is fairly involved, which is likely to
detract from the main goals of CS1. Direct introduction
of Android is feasible in CS2, where programming maturity
is expected and the possibilities for creative projects that
fit neatly with material are likely to enhance instruction.
A promising approach targeting the CS1/CS2 level is described in recent work on the Sofia framework [6] using a
micro-world library designed to fit within an objects-early
CS1 curriculum. Positive results are reported with using

the ALE game development platform for Android for a final
project at the end of a CS1 course [4].
The contribution of this paper is to suggest opportunities
for introducing Android in CS1 through a pedagogical tool
that is compatible with an objects-late approach and can be
introduced very early in the CS1 curriculum. The paper introduces a framework, called CS1App, that fits seamlessly
with the CS1 course structure and hides away all of the
complexity of setting up an Android application. The students can deploy their projects on an Android device with
straightforward modifications to their desktop applications.
The main difficulty in integrating Android in CS1 is that
the event-driven model and activity life-cycle in an Android
application require fairly sophisticated programming background. The Android requirement that applications should
not block the main UI thread makes it difficult to obtain
touch and keypad input and leads to a flow of control that
is quite different from the straightforward sequential nature
of early examples in a typical CS1 course. The advantage of
the proposed framework is that it works around this limitation and provides blocking input, for both touch and keypad,
so that from the student’s perspective input works similar
to the Scanner and the flow of control has the familiar nature. This makes it possible to port easily desktop applications to Android without knowledge of object-oriented programming. By contrast, the Sophia framework, for example,
still retains the event-driven model (disguised to some extent) and requires some familiarity with classes and objects.
While both Sophia and ALE offer a wide range of capabilities, that brings a higher level of complexity. The proposed
framework has a very low requirements threshold, yet it still
affords opportunities for creative projects.
The design of the proposed framework was guided by the
following objectives:
• require no knowledge of Android development
• require no knowledge of object-oriented concepts (inheritance, polymorphism, classes, objects, etc.)
• have minimal impact on the planned course schedule
The need for the first goal is obvious if the framework
is to be used in CS1. The second goal is motivated by the
fact that we use the objects-late approach and cannot expect
familiarity with object-oriented concepts. We only expect
knowledge, introduced as needed, at the level of using Scanner, Random, or String — i.e. an intuitive understanding
that a dot followed by a fairly obvious phrase, accomplishes
what the phrase indicates, such as scanner.nextInt() or
myName.length(). The fact that we target the objects-late
level means that students exposed to the objects-early approach will have no difficulty using the framework. Finally,
our last goal acknowledges the fact that Android should be
introduced only if it does not disrupt the instructor’s plan.
We remark that our goal is not to teach Android programming. In fact, students who use the framework will
not learn anything about Android. Yet, they will be able
to create with little effort applications that run on Android
devices.
Source code for several examples of popular programming
projects (Tic-Tac-Toe, Memory Tiles, Hangman, etc.), documentation, and a compiled version of the library are available at http://www.cs.gettysburg.edu/~ilinkin/cs1app .

Our approach is inspired by the numerous graphics libraries that have been developed to support teaching in CS1.
A graphics library provides an intuitive interface to the students and helps the instructors create engaging assignments
to achieve the learning goals. The concepts of drawing primitive shapes are so familiar to the students that a graphics
library does not get in the way of learning, and instead,
provides a fun and rewarding experience.
The proposed framework is essentially a graphics library
for Android. It grew out of a Java graphics library for desktop applications written to support our CS1 and since the
Android version retained the same interface, the student
projects that worked successfully in the past can now be
deployed on an Android device. The framework requires
little on the part of the instructor in terms of updating the
assignment write-ups and it requires little work from the students to modify their projects, especially compared to the
excitement factor of running a non-trivial CS1 application
on an Android device and sharing it with friends.
In the rest of the paper Section 2 presents the framework
and illustrates the differences between a desktop and an Android application (in particular, subsections 2.2, 2.3, and 2.5
show how to handle touch and keypad input); Section 3 offers ideas for programming projects; Section 4 discusses how
to integrate the framework with DrJava; and Section 5 closes
with concluding remarks.

2. PROPOSED FRAMEWORK
The proposed framework grew out of a graphics library
that we have used for teaching CS1 in Java for a number of
years. The graphics library offers the standard capabilities
for drawing primitive 2D shapes, text, and images on a canvas, and provides an interface to read input from the user.
The design and API is similar to that of the graphics library
created by John Zelle [23] for introducing computer science
through Python.
The graphics library provides an object-oriented interface
and a procedural-style interface. Since our course is designed
as objects-late we use the procedural-style interface, but objects are supported as well. For example, here is how one
might draw a red circle of radius 10 centered at (30, 20):
(a) canvas.drawCircle(30, 20, 10, "red");
(b) Circle c = new Circle(new Point(30, 20), 10);
c.setColor("red");
c.draw();

We use the first style and the students quickly guess how
to draw other shapes, text, and images.
This simple interface is sufficient to design a number of
engaging projects that enhance CS1 instruction, a notion
that has been recognized for some time in the computer
science education community [5, 17, 18, 22].

2.1 Android App Structure
One of the very first desktop applications that we typically
develop in class is to draw a smiley face given its center and
radius based on pre-defined face proportions. This has been
an effective example for introducing methods, parameters,
and variables in a context that is fun and easy to set up.
Figure 1 shows a comparison between a desktop and an
Android application for drawing a smiley face. There are
only two differences:

• the Android version does not have a main method
• the Android version must include extends AndroidApp

exactly as the Scanner nextXXXX calls, so the flow of control
remains the same as in a desktop application.

The base class AndroidApp is the one that sets up the view
and activity of the application and the process is completely
transparent to the students – they don’t need to be familiar
with the concept of inheritance to appreciate the need for
the extends clause, since they are building an Android app.
No change is needed to the student code to build and run
the application on an Android device:
class Smiley
{
// draw a color smiley face of size r at (x, y)
void drawSmiley(int x, int y, int r, String color)
{
// code to draw the smiley face
}
// run/test the application
void run()
{
drawSmiley(30, 20, 10, "yellow");
}
// we ignore the main method and use run() instead
public static void main(String[] args)
{
new Smiley().run();
}
}
class SmileyApp extends AndroidApp
{
// draw a color smiley face of size r at (x, y)
void drawSmiley(int x, int y, int r, String color)
{
// code to draw the smiley face
}
// run/test the application
void run()
{
drawSmiley(30, 20, 10, "yellow");
}
}

Figure 1: Comparison between a desktop and an
Android application for drawing a smiley face.

2.2 Handling Keypad Input
The framework offers functionality for obtaining user input through an API that is similar to the Scanner (Figure 2 (a)). For example,
float gpa = canvas.readFloat("Enter your GPA");

Unlike the Scanner the framework also includes functionality for user input via selection lists (Figure 2 (b)):
String color = canvas.readSelection("Pick a color",
"red", "green", "blue");

It is important to note that the canvas.readXXXX calls
are blocking, i.e. execution is suspended until the user has
entered the data in the dialog box. One of the difficulties
in using Android in CS1 is that the event-driven model of
a standard Android application requires non-trivial understanding of object-oriented concepts. The framework removes this obstacle by providing blocking calls that behave

(a)
(b)
Figure 2: Screenshots of input dialogs.

2.3 Handling Touch Input
Touch input has greatly enhanced the richness of user experience on mobile devices. The framework makes it possible
to detect and handle touch events by providing information
about the location of the event, the number of taps (either
1 or 2), and the shape on which the event occurred (for
students familiar with objects):
Touch touch = canvas.waitForTouch();
int x = touch.getX();
int y = touch.getY();
int taps = touch.getTaps();

Again, note that this is a blocking call, so the flow of
control remains the same as in a desktop application. We
can now combine keypad and touch input to enhance the
example from Figure 1 by rewriting the run() method:
void run()
{
// could wrap in a while (true) { ... } loop
int radius = 40;
String color = canvas.readSelection("Pick a color",
"red", "green", "blue");
Touch touch = canvas.waitForTouch();
if (touch.getTaps() == 2)
radius = 2*radius;
drawSmiley(touch.getX(), touch.getY(), radius, color);
}

2.4 Hangman App
In this section we discuss the conversion between a desktop and an Android application in a more complicated example. We use the Hangman game to illustrate how little
is required to port a non-trivial assignment to an Android
device.
The Hangman game is one of the popular CS1 assignments. It requires no lengthy introduction and provides an
opportunity to exercise in a fun and engaging way a number
of fundamental computer science concepts (e.g. methods,
control structures, for loops, and linear structures (strings)).
Creating a desktop Hangman application provides a sense
of accomplishment for the students, who are just starting to
learn about programming; it is all the more rewarding to be
able to run it on a personal device and share it with friends.
This is a fairly substantial assignment (a typical submission is about 200 lines of code), and yet it requires little

modification to convert it to an Android application. In
fact, since the Android framework shares the same interface as the desktop graphics library, other than the changes
illustrated in Figure 1 (removing the main() method and
adding the extends clause), the only other modification is
to replace:

void run()
{
int birdX = 60, birdY = 60;
int pigX = 420, pigY = 260;
// draw "background.png", "pig.png", "bird.png"
Fling fling = canvas.waitForFling();
int dx = fling.getDx();
int dy = fling.getDy();

System.out.print("Guess a character:");
char guess = (char) System.in.read();

with:

int speedX = 3, speedY = 6;
while (distance(birdX, birdY, pigX, pigY) > 15 &&
isVisible(birdX, birdY)) {
birdX = birdX + speedX*dx;
birdY = birdY + speedY*dy;

char guess = canvas.readChar("Guess a character:");

A more interesting variation is to enhance the user experience via touch input. Tapping one of the letters in the alphabet row (see Figure 3) can provide the user’s next guess.

canvas.sleep(.01);
// clear canvas, redraw scene
}
}

The two missing methods are straightforward to implement, so this is essentially the complete code for the app. A
simple modification can make this even more compelling by
choosing a random starting x position for the target image.

Figure 3: Student submission for Hangman project.
Students familiar with objects could use touch.getShape()
to find which letter was selected and can then interact with
the shape object directly. Students who come from objectslate background can use the following strategy — in the
Hangman app the alphabet spans the whole width of the
canvas, and therefore, the index of the selected letter can be
found with a simple divison. Thus, the keypad input can be
replaced with:
Touch touch = canvas.waitForTouch();
int index = touch.getX() / letterDiam;
char guess = alphabet.charAt(index);

(A careful student might also consider checking if the y
coordinate of the touch is close to the alphabet baseline.)
While this may seem a contrived example, it actually generalizes to a wide range of applications. In particular, it can
be applied to many board games (e.g. Tic-Tac-Toe, Memory Tiles, Minesweeper, etc.) which have a natural reference
point from which one can derive the row and column of a selected object in a grid:
Touch touch = canvas.waitForTouch();
int row = (touch.getY() - BOARD_ULY) / CELL_SIZE;
int col = (touch.getX() - BOARD_ULX) / CELL_SIZE;

2.5 Handling Fling Input
The framework supports a variation of the touch input
that is recognized as a fling across the device screen. For
fling events the framework provides information about the
start and end points of the gesture, and its direction and
velocity. The following example illustrates a possible application of this gesture — the goal is to fling the image in the
top-left corner, so that it floats on top of the image in the
bottom-right corner (see Figure 4):

Figure 4: Example app for handling fling events.

3. PROGRAMMING PROJECTS
This section introduces examples of programming projects
that we have used for several years. With the introduction
of the framework we created Android versions as well.

3.1 NimGame and MineSweeper
The NimGame is an assignment that we use early in the
semester to introduce methods, control structures, boolean
expressions, and while loops. The students build a variation
of a Nim game in which two players take turns removing
coins from two piles with the restriction that a player must
remove at least one, but no more than five, coins per turn
from one of the rows (or the same number from both rows).
Converting this project to an Android app is straightforward
and follows the same pattern as outlined in Hangman, Section 2.4. An interesting user-interface challenge posed in
NimGame is how to distinguish whether to remove coins
from a single row or from both rows. We find which coin
has been selected (using the strategy as in Hangman to select a letter) and remove from a single row on single tap and
from both rows on double tap.
MineSweeper was assigned as a final project just prior to
the development of the framework. A student submission

was converted to an Android application as proof-of-concept.
In fact, despite its greater complexity compared to the other
projects it only required the inclusion of the code portion at
the end of Section 2.4 for finding the row and column of the
selected cell. Had the framework been available at the time,
it would have certainly been a nice way for the students to
end the course with their own version of MineSweeper on
their phones.
Representative images of the applications are shown in
Figures 5 and 6.

4.

INTEGRATION WITH DRJAVA

In this section we discuss our experience with using the
proposed framework with DrJava. The simple and intuitive
interface of DrJava has made it our choice of teaching environment in CS1. In CS2 we transition to the significantly
more complex, but also more powerful, Eclipse.
Integrating Android and the proposed framework with
Eclipse is straightforward. Eclipse manages the required
Android plug-ins and the framework only needs to be included as an external .jar file to the project. Courses using
Eclipse in CS1 will have no difficulty editing, building, and
running the examples from the previous sections.
DrJava provides no integration Android, but the setup is
quite manageable. The students can still edit and compile
their Android applications, provided that they add to the
class path the .jar file from the Android distribution and
the .jar file of the framework via the Edit→Preferences→
Resource Locations menu. This step is done only once and
detailed instructions are provided.
Running the application and setting up a project is currently done outside of DrJava via a simple tool, which lets
the students set up a new project, load an existing project,
and run a loaded project. Since an Android application
needs to have a particular directory structure, creating a
project cannot be done in DrJava. Thus, before starting
a new project the students need to run the setup tool and
choose a location for the project. The tool automatically
builds the required directory structure and creates a .java
skeleton application file for the project. This file can then be
opened and the Edit→Compile cycle can be carried out in
DrJava. Running the project is done again via the external
tool which loads the app on the emulator (the emulator is
started automatically when the tool is started).
Using the external tool does not hinder development, since
it is only used once to setup the project structure. Editing
and compiling is still done in DrJava and only after the compilation errors have been fixed and the project is ready to
run the students need to hit the Run button in the external
tool instead of the Run button in DrJava. We are exploring
ways to integrate the setup tool functionality with DrJava
via the Language menu with Android as an option.

5.

CONCLUSION

This paper described a framework for Android application
development and offered examples of programming projects
that are feasible at the CS1 level. The goal is not to teach
the intricacies of Android programming, but to provide a
framework that seamlessly integrates with the course structure and offers another vehicle of introducing the fundamental concepts in a fun and engaging way. Just as graphical
desktop application are a great source of motivation, so are

Figure 5: Student submission for NimGame project.

Figure 6:
Student desktop submission for
MineSweeper project converted to Android application as proof-of-concept.

applications that the students have built on their own that
they can share with their peers through their own phones.
Testing and debugging can be a source of frustration, if
the students attempt to build the Android version directly.
Uploading to the emulator has a noticeable delay and the
idle time may sap some of the energy that could be devoted
to the project. (This can be mitigated by plugging in an
Android device, so that the application is run on the device
instead of the emulator, which is significantly faster.) Alternatively, the students can first build the desktop version
and then work on the minor changes that are required to
convert it to an Android app. Thus, they can build on the
excitement of having a finished product and invest the extra
effort to gain an even greater sense of accomplishment.
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